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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

British luxury brands fight to keep US customers as tariffs hit
A group representing 250 U.K. luxury brands caught in the middle of a trade spat between the United States and the
European Union is preparing to launch a charm offensive in New York, reports CNN.

Click here to read the entire article on CNN

Harrods opens men's space with brand names, not categories, dominating
Harrods is tearing up the men's department store map, getting rid of product categories and looking to showcase the
brands and designers its clients are following on social media, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

 

Can Tokyo Fashion Week remain a significant player?
When seemingly every week is fashion week, how do you make your showcase essential in the seasonal race of
buyers and press around the world? asks Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business

 

Proceed with caution when relisting your luxury home for a higher price

Does a truly exceptional property warrant a big price bump in a soft market? Maybe, if the conditions are right, says
Mansion Global.
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Click here to read the entire article on Mansion Global
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